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Scarlet fever is a rare bacterial
illness causing a pink-red rash
that feels like sandpaper. Tretinoin,
also known as all-trans retinoic
acid (ATRA), is medication used
for the treatment of acne and
acute promyelocytic leukemia. For
acne it is applied to the.
Shivering: Introduction. Shivering
refers to the shaking of the skin
usually related to cold, or the
perception of cold. A high fever
can also give you the chills and.
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6-4-2016 · What Causes a Rash
around the Eyes ? Whether the
rash around eyes is in TEENren or
adults, the causes normally fall
into one of the following
categories:. Meningitis . What are
meningitis and septicaemia? Who
is at risk from meningitis and
septicaemia? What are the
symptoms of meningitis and
septicaemia? What is scarlet
fever? Scarlet fever is a rare
bacterial illness causing a pink- red
rash that feels like sandpaper. A
TEEN thought to have scarlet fever
should. What you can do about a
red face . The first step is to
discuss the problem with your
doctor, to check whether it is
caused by a skin disorder that
needs treatment.
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6-4-2016 · What Causes a Rash around the Eyes ? Whether the rash around eyes is in TEENren or adults, the causes normally fall into one of the following
categories:. What you can do about a red face . The first step is to discuss the problem with your doctor, to check whether it is caused by a skin disorder that
needs treatment. 16-8-2013 · Symptoms of Disease. A skin rash can be a symptom of infection or disease. When combined with dry skin and chills, physicians
may narrow the.
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Freefone helpline: 080 8800 3344 (UK) 1800 41 33 44 (Ireland) helpline@meningitis.org www.meningitis.org. A charity registered in England & Wales no 1091105,
in. Scarlet fever is a rare bacterial illness causing a pink-red rash that feels like sandpaper.
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